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The authors evaluate the results of using self-expanding metal stents in the treatment of benign gallbladder diseases in 24 patients. In 13 patients following iatrogenic cholecystitis surgical treatment resulted in asymptomatic
inflammation, in 5 patients after removal of a hiatal hernia persisting postoperative biliary colic and in the sixth after the use of a metal stent for 8 years. In 3 patients bile stasis was treated. In the two patients with the hiatal hernia after
the use of the stents (Hruby and Viatorr) there was no delayed gastritis. After the dissolution of the adhesions the bile ducts in the patients operated on were patent. The authors conclude that the use of metal stents is an effective and

safe method for the treatment of benign gallbladder diseases.Q: How to get the address of an item in a std::map from a class object? I am trying to get the address of a std::map item(a_string_name) with a function in the class that holds
the map. I want to know how do I get the address of the item from a_string_name. class A { std::map map; A() { map["cat"] = 100; map["dog"] = 150; map["fish"] = 100; map["mouse"] = 20; } void display_address_of_element(std::string

a_string_name) { // How do I get the address of the element here (map.item) from a_string_name? std::cout
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Eastwest Quantum Leap Symphonic Orchestra Gold Crack Eastwest Quantum Leap Symphonic Orchestra Silver East West Vapor Virtual Synth East West and Quantum Leap's Symphonic Orchestra was one of the largestQ: How to obtain
the "bare" object instead of its dependency in AutoFixture? Let's consider the following code, that works perfectly with AutoFixture string targetName = "a target name"; _fixture.Customizations.Add(new FakeDirectoryCustomization());

Fixture.Create().Build().Run(); // All OK Fixture.Create().Build().Run(); // Failure as expected The second Build() will throw a exception as the Program is required by the FakeDirectoryCustomization However I would like to achieve
something like the following: string targetName = "a target name"; _fixture.Customizations.Add(new FakeDirectoryCustomization()); Fixture.Create().Build().Run(); // All OK Fixture.Create().Bare().Run(); // All OK In this last case the Build()
would throw nothing. I know that I can build the object manually but I am wondering if it is possible to use the Fixture API for this. A: Even if you can do it by creating Program and calling Build, I would recommend against the approach.
Build should not throw an exception when there is only a Build-time error. These errors are completely natural and can be handled properly by the test itself. You cannot reason about these errors or even detect them unless you inspect
the objects before you call Build. // valid var result = Fixture.Create(); // not valid Fixture.Create().Build(); // Build may throw due to illegal name My guess is that you should rather make sure that the Build() call succeeds before trying to
use the object in a meaningful way. A: You can set up an IActionBlock, though it won't be anything like in the.net framework. Here's a pseudo type provider class I wrote using AutoFixture: This action block will run a.net framework type

provider - only when a value is missing. It can also, when the value is set, discover the dependency and run a test. Here's how
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